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KRUSs main goals
• Offer a comprehensive education that supplies qualified
personnel to meet the needs of the correctional service
• Offer further training and courses to meet the needs within the
correctional service
• Conduct research that contributes to professional
development and education, good practice and sound
decision-making within the correctional service
• Contribute to international research in the field of correctional
service
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Minimum requirements
for trainees
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Completed upper secondary education (qualified for university level)
20 years or older
In good health
Clean police record
Driving licence
Pass a physical fitness test
Have the personal qualities recuired to work with offenders

The recruitment process
• After the first selection around 500 applicants are invited for
an assessment day (devided over 20 days)
(Average 1200 applicants each year)

• The assessment day involves the following:
• A written assignment
• Physical fitness test
• Interview (2:1)

• The Board of Admissions makes the final selection of
candidates
• Typically 175 candidates will be offered employment as
trainees by the University College KRUS

Advertising the training

Application form

Health relatet questions – it is sensitive, can we ask?

Application form II
• Question about abuse of illigal substances (medicine, drugs, steroids)
• Asked to bescribe their current physical fitness
• Adicted to gambling (funfact about «spillavhengig», gambling/gaming)
• Language skills; sami and other non-Nordic/English (written/spoken)
• Give thourough desription an a situation where you concider yourself
being a good rolemodel
• What are the most important reasons for you to become a prison
officer? (except the obvious; working/helping with people ..)
• Which of your personal traits will be important for you as prison officer
• How do you use social media, and why do you think is important for
prison officers to be aware of their use/postings

Reading, rating and scoring written applications

Educational backgrond
1-5, where 1 is very weak and 5
is very well school performance

Practical-/work experience
1-4, where 1 document no prior
work experience and 4
documents 3 years or more
from relevant work
Other
1-3, where 2 will be an average
application

Added together gives us the
selection score

Prepairing for the assessment day
On an average year we have 1200 applicants
700 will be rejected before meeting them
500 will be asked to come for an assessment day
We arrange about 20 days with approx. 25 candidates
each day
They are asked to meet well prepaired, and we give
them links to what to read up on + police record, health
form from their MD and write a note of reflection;

1: Read the plan for the study and think about what will me most
challinging for you during training
2: Your thoughts about the connection between the use of physical force
and law

The assessment day

Starts at 7 o´clock in the morning
After a brief information
A written test (30 min. only)
Then the physical fitness test in the gym
Ending the assessment day with an interview;
two of us interviewing one candidate (30-45 min.)

The written test

1: As a prison officer you
will have to balance care
and control.
Which challanges will this
give you?

2: Write about something
that you find interesting,
and give your reasons for
why you find it important to
you.

GOAL: Reflection /
argument / self awareness

GOAL: Did the candidate
write his/her own
application and write good
enough with a time limit

The interview template

impression

Police record
Health
School
Work
Reading-/writing difficulties
Intoxicants/public servant

Relations to inline managers/colleges
Setting boundaries/ability to say NO
Handling stressful situations
Family/friends in prison?

Reflection, empathy, maturity
Communication skills
Attitude
Uniform, tatoos, jewelry
Social intelligence/night-shift-test
Motivation
Knowledge about political issus, social
issus, our system, logical reasoning
ability

Comments about the actual physical fitness test

Impressions and observations during the assessment
period; ig: calls, e-mails, questions during the day,
behaviour towards us or other candidates.
Remember messages given…

If something that we question, this may be followed up on
during interview

Assessment during training 1
Assessment for the two
periods trainees work while at
the academy – «at school»
KRUS expect “Norm”
Topics evaluated as one;
communications, attitudes
towards the job/prisoners
(values), punctuality, own
reflections, initiative …
Most trainees (90%+) behaves
according to “norm”
(maybe because it is difficult to identify
the individuals because of a rather
large cohort over just a few months)

Assessment during training 2
Assessment for the two
periods trainees work on the
job – «in prison»
KRUS expect “Norm”
Topics evaluated individually;
setting boundaries (be
aware!), ability to be
supervised, punctuality,
communications, attitudes
towards the job/prisoners
(values), own reflections,
initiative …
Most trainees (90%+) behaves
according to “norm”
(maybe because their mentors does a
great job, or because the Admission
Board hired the best candidates..?)

Assessment during training 3
The assement leads to..
..a change for us:
The assessment for all training
has traditionally ended up
in a grade in “professional
conduct”.
The grade has been given as
1, 2 or 3. The 1 was given the
few very well performing
trainees, while the 3 was given
the very few that had major
issuses with their behaviour
during training.

Most trainees (90%+) behaves
according to “norm” and has
been given the grade “2”, a
grade that communicate a
good performance during
traning.

A written testimonial that
describe their performance
within the different topics
from their assessment forms
during training;
punctuality, communications, attitudes
towards the job/prisoners (values), own
reflections, initiative …

Training prison officers - The Studies
1. Semester – at the college

1st year

Semester at KRUS
•
Correctional Education
•
Law
•
Ethics and Professionalism
•
Social work
•
Security
•
Control and restraint
techniques

3. Semester – in prison

2nd year

3rd year

On placement with a training prison
• Security
• Law
• Social work
• Control and restraint techniques

Summer
- with six weeks
performing «on the
job» training within
their training prison

2. Semester – in prison

Summer
- with six weeks
performing «on the
job» training
somewhere within
the correctional
service

1. 4. Semester– at the college

On placement with a training prison
• Security
• Law
• Social work
• Control and restraint techniques

Semester at KRUS
• Law
• Social work
• Control and restraint techniques

Required service. Graduates are assigned to prisons or probation offices.

The Studies

Introduction
Topic 1: Correctional Education

•
•
•
•

Philosophy of science
Penalties
Offender characteristics
The current crime picture and criminal policy

Topic 2: Criminal law and other legal
issues

•
•
•
•
•
•

Jurisprudence
Administrative law
Privacy protection and human rights
Execution of sentences
Criminal law
Criminal procedure

Topic 3: Ethics and Professionalism

•
•
•
•
•

Correctional values and human rights
Moral philosophy
Cultural understanding
Execution of power
Collaboration

Topic 4: Security

•
•
•
•
•
•

Topic 5 Social work

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Other Subjects

• English
• Fitness tests

Safety guidelines
Dynamic security
Surveying and documenting security work
Communicational skills and conflict resolution
Control and restraint techniques
Ethical guidelines, rules and regulations
Social work in a prison setting
Processes leading to personal change
The effects of incarceration and isolation
Reintegration
Psychology
The role of the officer within the prison environment
Ethics and professionalism within the correctional service

Further education
• The University College developes and organises further education courses to
meet the Correctional Service’s need for qualified personnel
• The courses are aimed at staff from our prisons and probation services, as well
as our collaborators
• Topics include surveying, security work, substance abuse, psychiatry, educating
workshop managers, radicalization

